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�The Burridge-knopoff model
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� � �� 		is derived fromthe concept of wave propagation.

�Various models have been derived fromwaves, however the

difficulty is how these various models can be solved either

analytically or numerically based on mathematical

principles.

� It is well known that most if not all wave models can be

solved by partial differential equation (PDE) and fourier

series.



�The solution of the model can be obtained as  �, �
which will be the solution of a partial differential 
equation (PDE). We derive the equation governing small 
transverse vibrations of an elastic string, such as a violin 
string. 

�We placed the string along the x-axis, stretch it to length 
L, and fix it at the ends x=0 and x=L. it is then distorted 
at the same time, say, t = 0, which is then released and 
allow to vibrate.

�The problem is to determine the vibrations of the string, 
that is, to find its deflection  �, � at any point � and 
any time � � 0, as shown in the figure below





� Let T1 and T2 at the end points P and Q 
of that portion. Since the points on the 
string moves vertically, there is no 
motion in the horizontal direction.

� Hence the horizontal components of 
the tension must be constant. From the 
diagram.

� T1 cosα = T2 cosβ =T = constant    (1)



� In the vertical direction we have two forces, namely the 
vertical components -T1 sinα and T2 sinβ of T1 and T2 , 
the minus appears because the component of P is 
directed downward.

�By newton’s second law the resultant of these two 
forces is equal to mass �∆�	of the portion times the 

acceleration 	�
�	�

���� , evaluated at some point between  
� and		� � ∆� , where	� is the mass of the undeflected
string. Hence 
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,  using (1) , we can divide 

this by   T2 cosβ = T1 cos" =T,  obtaining   
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� Now  �.�"		.�1	�.� are the slopes of the 

string at �	and		� � ∆�	.  �.�" =
��

�0 5
and  

�.� =
��

�0 56∆5
. 

� Here we have to write partial derivatives 
because U also depends on time t, dividing 
(2) by  ∆�, we thus have   
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let∆� → 0,	we obtain the linear PDE     
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� Where 8� =  
#

/
.  This is the so called one-

dimensional wave equation, which governs 
our model. 

� It is homogenous and of the second order. 
For the physical constant #

/⁄ We write 8�

(instead of c) to indicate that this constant is 
positive. 

� ‘one-dimensional’ indicates that the 
equation involves only one space variable, 
x.



Solving the Model 

� The model 		
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as the slip rate or pulling velocity (<=

approach zero (< → 0=.

� The model can be solved at three (3) levels;

• Method of separating variables or product method
• Boundary conditions
• Fourier series 



Method of Separating Variables

�We determine solutions of the equation above (4) of the form as 

 �, � � ? � @ � 																														(5)

�Which is two ordinary differential equations. This is a product of 
two functions, each depending only one of the variables	�	.�1	�. 

�This method has various other applications in engineering 

mathematics. By differentiating (5) we obtain  
���

���
� ?@A and 

���

�5�
� ?′′@ where dots denote derivatives with respect to t and 

primes derivatives with respect to x.

� By inserting this into our differential equation (4) we have 
?@A=8�?CC@ � ? � @;�=. Dividing by		8�?@ , we have 
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�we now claim that both sides must be constant. Indeed, the 
expression on the left depends only on t and that on the 
right only on x, and if they were variable, then changing t 
or x would affect only the left or the right side, 
respectively, leaving the other side unaltered.

�Thus  
DA

E�D
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F
� H,		where K is arbitrary. This yields two 

ordinary differential equations;

?CC � H? � 0																																(6)

and       @A �8� H@ � 0																														(7)  



Boundary Conditions

�We determine a solution   �, � that also satisfies the 
condition imposed by the physical system. Since the string is 
fixed at the ends x=o and x=L, We have the two boundary 
conditions  0, � � 0	, 	 I, � =0   for all t           (i)

�The form of the motion of the string will depend on the 
initial deflection (deflection at time t=o) on the initial 
velocity (velocity at time t=o). Denoting the initial 
deflection by J � and the initial velocity byK � , we thus 
obtain the two initial conditions  

 �, 0 � J � 																															(ii)

and         
��

�� �LM
� K � 																														(iii)



�The solution of the model should now 
satisfy the conditions (i)—(iii) above. We 
shall now determine solutions F and G of (6) 
and (7) so that U=FG satisfies the boundary 
conditions (i), that is          

�  0, � � ?(0)G(t) =0  ;    

 I, � � ? I @;�==0        for all t       

�Solving (6). If G≡ 0,	then    U≡ 0, which is 
of no interest. Thus G≢ 0 and then

(a) ?(0) =0        (b) ?(L) =0           (8)



�For k=0 the general solution of (6) is F=ax+b, and (8) we obtain 
a=b=0. Hence F=0, which is of no interest because then u=0. For 
positive k=µ2 the general solution of (6) is 

? � PQR0 � SQTR5 And from (8) we obtain   F≡ 0, as before. 
Hence we are left with possibility of choosing k negative, say, k= -p2. 
Then (6) takes the form   ?CC � U�? � 0. Its general solution 
is	? � � P8V�U� � S���U�.

� From this and (8) we have F(0)=A=0 and then  
? I � �S���UI � 0. We must take B≠0 since otherwise F≢ 0.
Hence	���UI � 0. Thus    

� UI � �W, so that   U � &X
Y⁄ .    (n integers)         (9)

Setting B=1, we thus obtain infinitely many solutions is

									? � � ?&;�=, where

� ?& � � sin
&X

Y
� ,    (n=1,2,3,…)                   (10)



�These solutions satisfy (8). [for negative integer n 
we obtain essentially the same solution, except for a 
minus sign, because   sin �∝ � ���� ∝]. Solving 
(7) the constant k is now restricted to the values k = -
p2 = - &X

Y⁄ �, resulting from (9). For these k, 
equation (7) becomes  @A �^&

� @ � 0 ,    where     
^& � E&X

Y⁄ 	(11* )   

�A general solution is @& � � S&8V�^&� �
S&

∗���^&�	. Hence solutions of the model satisfying 
(i) are   & �, � � ?& � @ � ,	 written out

& �, � � ;S&8V�^&� � S&
∗���^&�	=	sin

&X

Y
�,

			;� � 1,2, … =				 (11)



�These functions are called eigen functions or characteristic 
functions and the values ^& � E&X

Y⁄ are called eigen values or 
characteristic values of the vibrating string. 

�The set { ̂ !, ^� , … c is called the spectrum. Each & represent 

the harmonic motion having the frequency	de
�X� � E&

�Y⁄ cycles 
per unit time.

� This motion is called the nth normal mode of the string. The 
first normal mode is called the fundamental mode (n=1), and the 
others are known as overtones;

� musically they give the octave, octave plus fifth, etc. since in 

(11) sin
&X

Y
� � 0 at � �

Y

&
,
�Y

&
, … ,

&T!

&
I.	The nth normal has n-1 

so-called nodes, that is, points of the string that do not move (in 
addition to the fixed endpoints, see diagram below).  





Fourier series

�A single solution  & �, � will in general not satisfy the initial 
conditions (ii) and (iii) since the model reduces to linear and 
homogeneous,

�It follows from a fundamental theorem which states that “if U1

and U2 are any solutions of a linear homogeneous PDE in some 
region R, then U=C1U1+ C2U2 , with any constants C1 and C2, is 
also a solution of that equation in R”. Hence the sum of finitely 
many solutions & is a solution of the model which reduces to 
���
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.

� To obtain a solution that satisfies (ii) and (iii), we consider the 
infinite series (with ̂& � E&X

Y⁄ ) as before   
 �, � � ∑ & �, � 	g

&L! �

∑ 	g
&L! ;S&8V�^&� � S&

∗���^&�	=	sin
&X

Y
�,				 (12)



�Satisfying initial condition (ii) (given initial 
displacement). From (12) and (ii) we obtain  

 �, 0 � ∑ 	g
&L! S& sin

&X

Y
� � J � 					(13)

�Hence we choose the   S&′s so that  �, 0
becomes the Fourier sine series of f(x). Thus 
by the theorem of Fourier sine series with 
coefficients

�S& �
Y

�
h J;�=
Y
M sin

&X0

Y
1�, n=1,2,…  (14)



�Satisfying initial condition (iii) (given initial velocity). Similarly, by 
differentiating (12) with respect to t and using (4), we obtain

�
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&L! ;�S&^&���^&� � S&
∗^&8V�^&�	=	sin

&X0

Y �LM
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&X0

Y
� K;�=

�Hence we must choose S&
∗′� so that for t=0 the derivative   
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becomes the Fourier sine series of g(x). Thus by the same theorem     
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h K;�=
Y
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Y
1� , since  ̂& � E&X

Y⁄ , we obtain by 

division  S&
∗ �

�

(jk,	
h K;�=
Y
M sin

&X0

Y
1� ,           n=1,2…                   

(15)     
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�It shows that   �, � given by (12) with coefficients (14) 
and (15) is a solution of the model that satisfies all the 
condition (i), (ii), (iii), provided they converges and so 
the series obtained by differentiating (12) twice term with 

respect to x and t and have the sums    
���

�5�
and   

���

���

respectively, which are continuous. 

�For the sake of simplicity we consider only the case 
when the initial velocity g(x) is identically zero. Then the 
S&

∗are zero, and (12) reduces to                                              

� �, � � ∑ 	g
&L! S&8V�^&� sin

&X

Y
�,			 ^& � E&X

Y⁄
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